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Abstract We investigated the quantity judgment abilities

of two adult male western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla

gorilla) by presenting discrimination tasks on a touch-

screen computer. Both gorillas chose the larger quantity of

two arrays of dot stimuli. On some trials, the relative

number of dots was congruent with the relative total area of

the two arrays. On other trials, number of dots was

incongruent with area. The gorillas were first tested with

static dots, then with dots that moved within the arrays, and

finally on a task where they were required to discriminate

numerically larger subsets within arrays of moving dots.

Both gorillas achieved above-chance performance on both

congruent and incongruent trials with all tasks, indicating

that they were able to use number as a cue even though

ratio of number and area significantly controlled respond-

ing, suggesting that number was not the only relevant

dimension that the gorillas used. The pattern of perfor-

mance was similar to that found previously with monkeys

and chimpanzees but had not previously been demonstrated

in gorillas within a computerized test format, and with

these kinds of visual stimuli.

Keywords Gorillas �Quantity estimation �Number �
Area � Ratio

Introduction

From an evolutionary standpoint, it is hardly surprising that

animals are capable of representing larger and smaller

quantities given that such determinations are critical in

choosing optimal foraging patches, mating sites, and shoals

in which to congregate for safety. Experimental work has

confirmed that many primate species are capable of relative

quantity judgments (gorillas, Anderson et al. 2005; chim-

panzees, Beran 2001; Boysen and Berntson 1995; Boysen

et al. 1999; orangutans, Anderson et al. 2007; rhesus

macaques, Beran 2007, 2008; Brannon et al. 2006; Bran-

non and Terrace 2000; Cantlon and Brannon 2006; capu-

chin monkeys, Beran 2008; Judge et al. 2005; Roberts and

Mitchell 1994; squirrel monkeys, Thomas and Chase 1980;

lemurs, Jones et al. in press; Santos et al. 2005). In addi-

tion, various non-primate species such as dolphins (Ja-

akkola et al. 2005; Kilian et al. 2003); canids (Baker et al.

2012; West and Young 2002), felids (Pisa and Agrillo

2009), black bears (Vonk and Beran 2012), elephants

(Perdue et al. 2012), birds (Emmerton 1998; Emmerton

et al. 1997; Garland et al. 2012), amphibians (Uller et al.

2003), and fish (Agrillo et al. 2009, 2012, in press; Gòmez-

Laplaza and Gerlai 2011) have demonstrated similar abil-

ities. Thus, the ability to discriminate quantities is

unequivocally widespread in the animal kingdom. The

mechanism by which different organisms achieve success

at these tasks is less conclusive.

When quantity estimation is studied in the laboratory,

subjects are often presented with two arrays of objects or

stimuli that differ in quantity. The arrays sometimes
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contain three-dimensional objects. For example, salaman-

ders (Uller et al. 2003) and fish (Agrillo et al. 2009;

Gòmez-Laplaza and Gerlai 2011) have been tested for their

approach to a larger group of prey items or conspecifics.

Alternatively, subjects are often presented with two-

dimensional arrays of stimuli (often dots) on a computer

screen and are required to choose the array containing a

greater or lesser number of items (e.g., Beran 2007, 2008;

Brannon and Terrace 2000; Cantlon and Brannon 2006;

Emmerton 1998). Using two-dimensional stimuli allows

for the control of factors such as size of the stimuli and area

covered by the stimuli in relation to the background. The

researcher can then calculate the ratio of area and ratio of

number between arrays and can assess which cues the

animal may be relying on to make the discrimination. In

addition, some researchers have manipulated movement of

the items within the arrays (Beran 2008; Vonk and Beran

2012). Most recently, Agrillo et al. (in press) devised a

clever experiment designed to tease apart the effects of

movement on the quantity discrimination of fish, for both

small and large number sets. In their study, surface area,

size of individual elements within the larger and smaller

arrays, and degree of movement were carefully controlled.

However, relatively few species have been tested in para-

digms carefully controlling factors such as item size, ratio,

and area of the stimuli (Agrillo et al. 2012, in press; Beran

2008; Brannon et al. 2006; Brannon and Terrace 2000;

Cantlon and Brannon 2006; Vonk and Beran 2012). Thus,

it is possible that some of the species tested have used

perceptual features such as area to estimate the relative size

or amount of items in an array, but did not necessarily

enumerate individual items. These reports therefore reflect

relative quantity judgments, but not necessarily relative

number judgments.

Researchers continue to debate the underlying system

for numerical representation in humans and other species

with some researchers, suggesting a common system for

approximate number estimation (ANS) that produces quick

judgments with varying accuracy (e.g., Nieder and Deh-

aene 2009). Accuracy will decline as the ratio of quantity

between the two arrays increases. This finding is predicted

by Weber’s law, which states that a perceptible difference

between two stimuli is a function of the magnitude of the

original stimulus, and often is reflected in the patterns of

responding by monkeys and other animals (Beran 2008;

Brannon, et al. 2006; Brannon and Terrace 2000; Cantlon

and Brannon 2006). For instance, it is easier for them to

discriminate between 3 and 6 items (ratio .50) than

between 3 and 4 items (ratio .75). Ratios increase as the

difference between the two arrays decreases, making it

more difficult to discriminate the arrays on a perceptual

basis. If a process of enumeration that affords precise

numerical representations (such as counting) drives the

discriminations, then ratio should not have a strong effect,

but in the absence of counting, ratio effects often occur. For

example, human children (e.g., Huntley-Fenner and Can-

non 2000; Rousselle et al. 2004) and adults are susceptible

to the effects of ratio in certain circumstances where formal

counting cannot occur (e.g., Barth et al. 2003; Beran et al.

2006; Cantlon and Brannon 2006; Huntley-Fenner 2001).

Jones et al. (in press) recently demonstrated similar effects

of ratio for four lemur species, macaques, and humans.

Taken together, these findings suggest that both magnitude

estimation and true counting may operate in the same

individuals during the same task and that humans share

with other species a basic approximate number system

(ANS) for estimating quantities (Nieder and Dehaene

2009).

Others have recently suggested the possibility of two

distinct systems for representing quantity: the ANS for

estimating larger quantities and the object file or object

tracking model for representing smaller quantities (Fei-

genson et al. 2004). The object tracking system (OTS) is

assumed to be quick and accurate but is limited to main-

taining representations of quantities less than five. The

OTS is believed to support tracking of moving objects in

space and thus may be more accurate for small sets of

moving objects. Whereas previous studies have relied on

comparisons of the effects of ratio on discriminations

involving different quantities, Agrillo et al. (in press)

recently used a comparison of static and moving stimuli for

small and large sets of shapes and found that fish responded

more accurately to moving stimuli, but only within smaller

sets of items. These authors concluded that fish may pos-

sess two systems for estimating quantity: one for large and

one for small quantity discrimination. Elsewhere these

authors (Agrillo et al. 2012) compared the performance of

guppies and humans and concluded that humans may also

possess two separate systems for estimating quantity, as

ratio effects were observed only with larger quantities.

Further comparisons of performance on moving versus

static stimuli, as well as effects of ratio, may thus be useful

in contributing to the debate regarding the singularity or

plurality of systems for representing quantity in different

species.

Whereas chimpanzees, rhesus macaques, and capuchins

have been extensively studied with regard to their numer-

ical and quantitative abilities, there is less information

about the abilities of other great apes: bonobos, orangutans,

and gorillas. Vonk (2013) recently demonstrated the

capacity of a single male orangutan to accurately match the

absolute numerosities of various types of objects, including

black dots. However, Vonk also included irregularly

shaped objects and natural objects, such as different species

of animals as stimuli. That the orangutan correctly matched

such stimuli on the basis of quantity of objects in the
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stimuli indicated that he was not using surface area to

perform the task. Ratio effects were not observed in this

study; however, only small sets of stimuli were presented.

Other previous work on the numerical abilities of orangu-

tans had focused on their capacity to make relative quantity

judgments of food stimuli (Anderson et al. 2007; Call

2000; Hanus and Call 2007; Shumaker et al. 2001; Uher

and Call 2008), but such data from gorillas are sparser and

include two studies of relative quantity judgment (Ander-

son et al. 2005; Hanus and Call 2007) and two studies using

the reversed contingency task where the subject is required

to point to a lesser amount of objects to receive the greater

amount (Uher and Call 2008; Vlamings et al. 2006). Thus,

there is little information about how gorillas would respond

in quantity judgment tasks in which arbitrary, non-food

stimuli were presented and area could not always be used

as a cue for choosing the larger quantity. Here, we used a

procedure that had been used previously with both mon-

keys (Beran 2008) and black bears (Vonk and Beran 2012).

Notably, the training and testing procedures were virtually

identical for the black bears tested previously and the

gorillas tested here, allowing for a clear comparison of

performance between the species.

In addition to manipulating area and ratio, we also

manipulated the color and movement of the dots within the

array to create subsets from within the total array of

moving dots. Such a procedure can indicate whether other

species are capable of tracking and individuating items of a

set, such as members of their group. This skill might have

emerged in particular in social species, such as primates,

cetaceans, and social birds such as corvids and parrots

(Pepperberg 2006). In addition, the finding that social fish

can discriminate quantity in moving stimuli (Agrillo et al.

in press) supports the idea that this may be an important

ability in social species, but also may be a more evolu-

tionarily ancient capacity that serves as a foundation of

numerical cognition. We might then expect this capacity to

be shared among other large-brained species that exhibit

quantitative abilities. Consistent with this latter possibility,

black bears, which are relatively less social than other

species tested thus far, have also shown the capacity to

enumerate subsets of moving items (Vonk and Beran

2012). One hypothesis is that animals that forage over large

home ranges must evolve the ability to discriminate

quantities of specific items, such as higher-quality foods,

from other co-occurring stimuli, to assist them in choices

regarding relative costs and benefits of travel time and

energy payoffs.

Here, two adult male gorillas chose larger arrays of

static and moving dots, showing the effects of ratio and

area that made their performance quite comparable to that

of more well-studied primates. The gorillas also were able

to choose the larger of two subsets of items contained

within two overall larger arrays of moving dots, even when

area was not confounded with number and only number

operated as a valid cue to the correct choice.

Method

Subjects

Two captive adult western lowland gorilla males Chipua

(Chip) and Kongo-Mbeli (Kongo) ranging in age from 14

to 16 years were tested. The gorillas were experimentally

naive prior to the onset of this study. The research took

place in an off exhibit holding area of the gorillas’ habitat

at the Detroit Zoological Society. Testing of the animals

complied with the institutional animal care and use review

board (IACUC Approval No. 12063-R1), and the zoo is

accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums. The

experiments provided a form of enrichment for the subjects

and did not present any risks or adverse effects.

Materials

A durable Panasonic Toughbook Laptop CF19 computer

and 1900 VarTech armorall capacitive touch-screen monitor

welded inside a rolling LCD panel cart encased with top

and sides comprised the experimental apparatus. Experi-

ments were programmed using Visual Basic for Windows.

Stimuli consisted of dots drawn inside of two outlined

boxes (59.5 mm 9 63.5 mm) which were centered to the

left and right of center screen. The dots within the boxes

(hereafter arrays) ranged in number from one to ten, and in

some conditions, varied by color. Each had a randomly

assigned diameter of 3–12 mm (Fig. 1). Correct responses

Fig. 1 An example trial, showing the outlined boxes with dots

contained within each. Shown is an incongruent trial, because the

array with the larger number of dots has the smaller overall area of

pixilated dots. The trial shown here also shows how the arrays could

be subdivided into subsets for which only black dots were relevant for

comparing the two arrays
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were followed by a melodic tone and a blank screen paired

with food reinforcement, which consisted of portions of the

gorillas’ regular zoo diet (fruits, vegetables, and Mazuri

Primate Leafeater Chow). Food was delivered to the animal

via PVC feeder tubes affixed to the side of the computer

cart. An incorrect response was followed by a buzz tone

and a brief time-out (750 ms) with a blank screen. Time-

outs were intentionally brief as the gorillas became frus-

trated when they could not interact with the touch screen.

Procedure

Subjects were tested in their individual holding stalls where

they were housed during feeding before being re-released

into their habitat between the hours of 07:00 and 10:00 am.

Subjects could move freely in these areas throughout

testing sessions. Thus, participation was entirely voluntary.

The computer cart was pushed up against the interior mesh

separating the human experimenter from the gorilla,

allowing the animal access to the touch-screen monitor.

The experimenter was centered behind the computer cart

observing the animal’s responses on the laptop monitor,

which was positioned directly behind the touch-screen

monitor. The experimenter could not provide any cues

because she could not see the gorilla’s face or hands during

the trial and thus did not know whether a response was

going to be correct until the program provided feedback.

Because of the height of the computer cart, the gorilla

could not observe the experimenter’s face during trials. The

experimenter presented the gorilla with a food reward, as

described above, immediately following a correct response.

Trials continued automatically until the end of a session.

Training

The gorillas were trained to respond on the touch-screen

monitor as part of a separate study on aesthetic preferences.

They were trained on the two alternative forced choice

procedure within the context of the current study. During

training, the gorillas received four to five sessions a day,

3 days a week. In each session, each trial was preceded by

a start button in the center of the screen. When the gorilla

touched the start button, two arrays of dots appeared

simultaneously on either side of the screen. These dots

were presented in randomly determined locations within

the two rectangular areas on the left center and right center

of the screen. In order to train the gorillas to choose larger

arrays of dots, they were first presented with 20-trial ses-

sions in which they were required to choose accurately

between arrays of one dot and arrays of three dots for five

out of six consecutive trials within a session. If this crite-

rion was not met, these were the only two arrays that were

presented during these sessions. Once this criterion was

met within a session, the gorillas were presented with

arrays of two dots versus arrays of six dots until they

performed this discrimination correctly for five out of six

consecutive trials within a session. Thus, they could meet

both criteria within a single 20-trial session if they were

correct on five consecutive trials for each comparison. It

would, therefore, require a minimum of ten trials to achieve

this goal if they were correct on all ten of those trials.

Having passed both criteria within a session, arrays of a

varying and randomly determined number of dots between

one and ten were presented where one set was always

numerically larger than the other. These trials could occur

within the same 20-trial session if the criterion was met on

both simpler discriminations within the same session, but

then would comprise a maximum of ten of the trials within

the session. The gorillas were required to reach a criterion

of 80 % correct (16 of 20 correct trials) on four consecutive

20-trial sessions that included both the warm-up trials and

more difficult variable trials before moving to 80-trial

sessions of variable dot arrays, which comprised the formal

testing sessions. That is, a criterion was set to five con-

secutive responses correct on each of the training pairs (one

versus three and two versus six) on these 20 trial sessions.

A session was considered eligible for criterion if both of

these criteria were met within the session and the total

score was at least 16 out of 20 correct responses. Thus, the

gorillas were required to perform well on the training

discriminations but not necessarily on the variable trials as

these trials comprised the testing stimuli.

In formal test sessions, the gorillas were presented with

the original training arrays (1 vs. 3 and 2 vs. 6) and had to

get two consecutive trials of each type correct before

moving on to the mixed arrays. Sessions were comprised of

80 trials based on time available for testing each morning

before the gorillas went out into their habitat. We

attempted to equate the procedure and length of testing as

much as possible to the procedure implemented with the

black bears in Vonk and Beran (2012) to allow for com-

parison of performance between these species.

Testing

Static sets Given that the gorillas had no experience with

numerical stimuli prior to training, each gorilla began

testing with static stimuli. We also wished for the initial task

to use the type of stimuli that had been commonly used with

other species for comparison purposes, as transfer between

tasks would be expected. Performance would be most

comparable if gorillas had not been trained on moving dots

prior to interacting with static dots. On each trial, the

gorillas were presented with two arrays of dots contained

within two borders, each on one edge of the screen (as in

Fig. 1), that ranged in number from one to ten and that
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remained stationary on the screen throughout the trial. The

number of dots in the arrays was randomly determined on

each trial with the constraint that the two arrays could not

contain equal numbers of dots. On some trials, the dot

number was congruent with its overall amount of pixilated

area (i.e., the array containing the larger number of dots was

also larger in area). On other trials, the dot number was

incongruent with its amount of pixilated area; that is the

array containing the larger number of dots contained a

smaller area of pixilation. Both number and area could be

used as cues to indicate the larger array on congruent trials,

but using area as a cue would lead to lower levels of per-

formance on incongruent trials. The gorillas received one or

two 80-trial sessions two to three times a week over a period

of 6 months. We planned to give each gorilla a maximum of

30 80-trial sessions or to move them on to the next phase

when they were performing equivalently and above chance

on congruent and incongruent trials. This criterion was the

same one that was applied to the bears in Vonk and Beran

(2012) to allow for comparisons between the species. Chip

was given 30 80-trial sessions in this static condition.

Kongo was given 20 80-trial sessions with static stimuli, as

he was already performing at over 80 % accuracy on both

congruent and incongruent trials at this point.

Moving sets The procedure with moving sets was iden-

tical to that for static dots but, in the moving dots dis-

crimination, the dots moved on the screen in a seemingly

chaotic fashion throughout the trial. Each dot was given a

randomly selected trajectory and began to move around the

screen within its perimeter area (i.e., the boxes that con-

tained each array of dots within a delineated border) as

soon as it appeared. The movement took place at one of

four randomly selected speeds, and a dot moved in a

straight line until it contacted one of the walls of the outline

of the stimulus array, at which point it was redirected, as if

it had been deflected. All dots appeared at once and were

moving simultaneously—sometimes passing through each

other. Movement continued until the subject made a

response by touching one of the arrays. Kongo completed

30 80-trial sessions with moving stimuli. Chip completed

26 sessions because he was performing at 80 % on both

congruent and incongruent trials at this point.

Moving subsets In order to test whether gorillas could

individuate subsets of moving items, they were next pre-

sented with arrays that contained both black dots and red

dots. They were required to enumerate only a subset of

black dots from within each set of moving dots that also

contained distracter red dots. Each array contained 1–12

dots with all dots moving at randomly determined speeds

and directions as described above. Each dot was randomly

assigned a size and to either the target set (black dots) or a

distracter set (red dots; see Fig. 1). Both black and red dots

moved within the array. The target sets that were paired on

each trial could not contain the same number of dots. Once

again, the target sets and subsets could be either congruent

or incongruent in terms of their number and total area. Chip

completed 30 80-trial sessions and Kongo completed 40

80-trial sessions. Given that Kongo was still exhibiting

difficulty with incongruent trials at the end of 30 sessions,

we gave him an additional 10 sessions to increase the

possibility that he would reach equivalent performance on

congruent and incongruent trials. We did not continue past

30 sessions for Chip because he was already performing

above 70 % correct on both trial types well before session

30.

Analyses

Binomial tests were performed to determine whether each

gorilla was discriminating sets at above-chance levels for

both congruent and incongruent trials. Separate binary

logistic regressions were conducted for each subject. Per-

formance (correct/incorrect) was regressed on the predic-

tors; ratio of number between arrays (numerical ratio), and

ratio of area between arrays (area ratio), congruence

(congruent/incongruent), and the interaction of congruence

with each of the other predictors. Prior to being entered

into the regression, each continuous variable was stan-

dardized. The same analyses were performed for each

discrimination (static, moving, and moving with subsets).

For moving subsets, total numerical ratio and total area

ratio were also included as predictors, along with numerical

ratio and area ratio of the subsets. Alpha was set to .05 for

all tests.

We predicted that if the gorillas performed at above-

chance levels on both incongruent and congruent trials,

they were sometimes using number to perform the dis-

criminations. Of course, they may have also used area as a

cue, but this would only be predictive on congruent trials,

so we expected a positive effect of ratio of area on con-

gruent trials and a negative or lack of effect of ratio of area

on incongruent trials if they were using only area. We

expected gorillas to perform better on congruent than

incongruent trials because they could use both area and

number on congruent trials and they could not use area

(because these cues were in conflict) on incongruent trials.

We expected that ratio of number would be negatively

correlated with performance, given prior work with pri-

mates (e.g., Beran 2007, 2008; Brannon et al. 2006;

Brannon and Terrace 2000; Cantlon and Brannon 2006).

That is, as the ratio between the arrays increased (either in

terms of number of items or area of items), performance

should have decreased, consistent with the predictions of

the ANS model.
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Results and discussion

Training

Chip and Kongo required 30 and 61 20-trial sessions,

respectively, to meet the final criterion where they passed

both training criteria and performed at 80 % correct on four

consecutive 20-trial sessions.

Testing

Static stimuli

Both gorillas exceeded chance levels of performance on

both congruent and incongruent trials overall, and so they

could not have relied exclusively on area to make correct

responses (binomial tests, all ps \ .001).

Chip performed better, on average, with congruent tri-

als, as one might expect (B = .73, Wald = 28.41,

p \ .001). Congruence interacted with area ratio (B =

-.28, Wald = 4.96, p = .03) and numerical ratio (B =

-.34, Wald = 5.42, p = .02) to affect his performance.

When separate logistic regressions were conducted for

congruent and incongruent trials, area ratio significantly

predicted whether trials would be correct on incongruent

(B = .20, Wald = 4.36, p = .04) but not on congruent

trials. On incongruent trials, performance was better with

larger ratios of area between arrays. Because area ratio was

not predictive of quantity on incongruent trials, it is pos-

sible that the larger ratios in area (which translate to

smaller differences) were less distracting if Chip was

attempting to use area as a cue on trials where it was not

predictive. When area ratio was smaller, Chip may have

attempted to use this as a cue, as it would have been easier

to detect such differences—but this would have led to

incorrect responses. Larger numerical ratios led to worse

performance on both incongruent (B = -.37,

Wald = 14.93, p \ .001) and congruent trials (B = -.70,

Wald = 42.10, p \ .001) as predicted by the ANS. The

interaction between numerical ratio and congruence

reflects that the effects were more pronounced on congru-

ent trials. Figure 2 depicts performance as a function of

numerical ratio between arrays.

Kongo also performed better on congruent trials

(B = 1.44, Wald = 64.97, p \ .001), and when the

numerical ratio between sets was smaller (B = -.24,

Wald = 4.21, p = .04). As with Chip, area affected Kon-

go’s performance differently on incongruent and congruent

trials (B = -.92, Wald = 32.36, p \ .001). When separate

logistic regressions were conducted for congruent and

incongruent trials, larger area ratios led to worse perfor-

mance on congruent trials (B = -.54, Wald = 23.75,

p \ .001) and better performance on incongruent trials

(B = .38, Wald = 10.42, p = .001). As with Chip, this

finding indicates that Kongo was using area as a cue even

when it was not effective and when it negatively impacted

performance (i.e., on incongruent trials).

In sum, both gorillas performed the discriminations at

above-chance levels, both when area predicted quantity

(congruent trials) and when area did not predict quantity

(incongruent trials), indicating that they did not rely

exclusively on surface area to estimate quantity with static

stimuli. However, both gorillas also showed significant

effects of ratio, which, according to Weber’s law, indicates

a system that approximates the representation of some

magnitude such as number (see also Beran 2008; Dehaene

1992; Feigenson et al. 2004). The ANS is thought to

operate when individuals represent approximate quantities

with increased variability as a function of increased (larger)

true set size (Feigenson et al. 2004).

Fig. 2 Proportion of trials correct as a function of the ratio of the

number of items between arrays, on both congruent and incongruent

trials, for Chip (top) and Kongo (bottom), with static stimuli
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Moving stimuli

Binomial tests reveal that Chip and Kongo were above-

chance overall on both congruent and incongruent trials (all

ps \ .001), suggesting that they could use number as a cue

when area was not a reliable cue.

Once again, separate binary logistic regressions were

conducted for each subject, using the same predictors as

before. Here, we expected the same effects as with static

stimuli; negative relationships between numerical ratio and

performance, and interactions with area ratio and congru-

ence. Figure 3 depicts performance as a function of the

ratio between numbers of dots in the arrays. Given the

finding that other social species benefitted from the

movement of stimuli only for small sets (Agrillo et al. in

press), coupled with the large number of large sets used

here, and the difficulty that black bears experienced with

moving stimuli (Vonk and Beran 2012), we expected per-

formance to decline with moving stimuli relative to static

stimuli.

A repeated-measures ANOVA of average performance

at each numerical ratio on congruent and incongruent trials

across sets (static, moving) was also conducted to quanti-

tatively compare performance across the tasks. There was

no overall difference between subjects and tasks, but con-

gruence interacted with task to predict performance, F (1,

14) = 11.87, p = .004. Paired t tests revealed that subjects

performed better on congruent trials with static data,

t (15) = 4.11, p = .001, but there was no difference in

performance as a function of congruence with moving data,

t (15) = .53, p = ns. Performance on incongruent trials

increased from static (M = 57 %, SE = .03) to moving sets

(M = 69 %, SE = .04), indicating a possible effect of

learning on incongruent trials across experiments. Because

we did not counterbalance the order of tasks, however, it is

impossible to differentiate between a learning account and

one that proposes that it is easier to perform comparisons on

incongruent trials when the stimuli are moving.

There was no main effect of congruence on Chip’s per-

formance, indicating that he performed equally well on both

incongruent and congruent trials. However, numerical ratio

(B = -.38, Wald = 5.75, p = .02) and area ratio (B = .55,

Wald = 11.44, p = .001) interacted with congruence to

predict performance. When separate logistic regressions

were conducted for congruent and incongruent trials, larger

area ratio predicted worse performance on incongruent trials

(B = -.24, Wald = 4.49, p = .03) and better performance

on congruent trials (B = .31, Wald = 7.03, p = .008).

Larger numerical ratios predicted worse performance on

both congruent (B = -.94, Wald = 64.24, p \ .001) and

incongruent trials (B = -.56, Wald = 26.38, p \ .001),

although the effect was more pronounced on congruent

trials.

Kongo generally performed better on congruent trials

(B = .37, Wald = 8.04, p = .005) and with smaller ratios

of number (B = -.62, Wald = 35.61, p \ .001). In addi-

tion, area ratio interacted with congruence (B = -.31,

Wald = 4.22, p = .04). When separate logistic regressions

were conducted for congruent and incongruent trials,

greater area led to worse performance on congruent trials

(B = -.20, Wald = 3.74, p = .05) but not on incongruent

trials. This result might reflect the fact that area was not a

useful cue on incongruent trials, and larger ratios of area

were more difficult to use as a cue on congruent trials,

relative to smaller ratios of area.

In sum, one gorilla (Chip) performed equally well on

congruent and incongruent trials, indicating that he did not

rely solely on area to perform the discriminations. The

other gorilla, Kongo, relied more heavily on area to influ-

ence his choices. However, both were above chance on

both types of trial indicating that they did not rely

Fig. 3 Proportion of trials correct as a function of ratio of the number

of items between the two arrays, on both congruent and incongruent

trials, for Chip (top) and Kongo (bottom), with moving stimuli
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exclusively on area. Both gorillas continued to show the

effects of numerical ratio, supporting the use of an ANS.

Moving stimuli with subsets

Binomial tests revealed that Chip and Kongo both were

above chance on congruent and incongruent trials (bino-

mial test, both ps \ .001).

Once again, separate binary logistic regressions were

conducted for Chip and Kongo. For subsets, performance

(correct/incorrect) was regressed on the predictors; ratio of

number between subsets in arrays (black ratio), ratio of

number between total arrays (total ratio), ratio of area

between subsets in arrays (black area), and ratio of area

between total arrays (total area), congruence (congruent/

incongruent), and the interaction of congruence with each

of the other predictors. Figure 4 depicts performance as a

function of ratio between the number of dots in the relevant

(black) subsets.

Chip accurately enumerated a target set of moving

stimuli from among a larger set of moving stimuli, without

relying exclusively on area as a cue. Regression analysis

revealed a main effect of total numerical ratio (B = -.67,

Wald = 51.01, p \ .001), subsets numerical ratio (B =

-.36, Wald = 11.29, p = .001), and an interaction

between congruence and total area ratio (B = -.58,

Wald = 12.73, p \ .001). As before, performance declined

with larger ratios between the subsets, and with increases in

the total number of dots in the array, consistent with the

ANS. A greater ratio between total number of dots in the

arrays led to better performance on only the incongruent

trials (B = .71, Wald = 55.26, p \ .001), when it might

have been less distracting (larger ratios mean the difference

is harder to discern). Importantly, there was no overall

Fig. 4 Proportion of trials correct as a function of ratio between the

number of black items in the subsets within the two moving arrays, on

both congruent and incongruent trials, for Chip (top) and Kongo

(bottom)

Fig. 5 Proportion of trials correct as a function of the ratio between

the total number of items in the arrays on both congruent and

incongruent trials, for Chip (top) and Kongo (bottom), with subsets of

moving stimuli
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difference between Chip’s performance on congruent and

incongruent trials in enumerating a subset among moving

stimuli.

For Kongo, regression analysis revealed significant

interactions between congruence and total area ratio

(B = -.94, Wald = 63.38, p \ .001), as well as between

congruence and total area ratio (B = .33, Wald = 7.69,

p = .006). When separate logistic regressions were con-

ducted for congruent and incongruent trials, larger ratio of

total area predicted better performance on incongruent

trials (B = .77, Wald = 114.24, p \ .001) and no signifi-

cant difference on congruent trials. Higher total ratios

between arrays predicted worse performance on incon-

gruent trials (B = -.94, Wald = 163.67, p \ .001) and on

congruent trials (B = -.61, Wald = 43.11, p \ .001), but

the effect was larger for incongruent trials. The results

suggest that Kongo may have been using total number of

dots, rather than subsets, when estimating quantities within

the arrays. Because number within subsets and total num-

ber within arrays were positively correlated, this may have

still enabled him to reach above-chance levels of perfor-

mance with moving subsets. Figure 5 depicts performance

as a function of ratio between the total number of dots (red

and black) in the arrays.

In sum, only Chip’s performance provided strong evi-

dence that he was attending to and enumerating subsets

from the total array. His performance continued to be

consistent with the finding that he did not rely solely on

area, although ratio continued to affect his performance,

indicating the possible use of an ANS.

Conclusion

Many non-human species can discriminate smaller or lar-

ger amounts or even smaller or larger numbers of items

when static, visual stimuli are presented. Less evidence is

available for moving stimuli. These gorillas showed a

pattern of results that is consistent with that reported for

other non-human primates (Beran 2008) and for black

bears (Vonk and Beran 2012). But, despite showing pro-

ficiency in using number to discriminate between dot

arrays, other stimulus properties, such as the ratio of

numerical and area differences, also controlled their

responses. These findings support the conclusion that

gorillas, like other primates, use an ANS for discriminating

quantities.

When comparing performance as a function of the

numerical ratios across static and moving sets, there were

no significant differences in performance based on the task.

However, gorillas performed better on congruent trials only

with static stimuli. This interaction could be attributed to

the fact that gorillas’ performance improved only for

incongruent trials from static to moving tests. This result

could be due to the nature of the task or due to learning

effects given that both gorillas performed the moving test

after learning the static discriminations. Because others

have found that moving stimuli can be more accurately

discriminated than static stimuli by other social species

(fish; Agrillo et al. in press), but this effect was found only

for small sets of objects, further work is needed to clarify

the interaction between set size and movement. Such

studies could be informative with regard to hypotheses

about the singular or dual nature of the mechanisms

underlying quantity discrimination.

Both gorillas performed at above-chance levels when

required to attend to only individual subsets of dots from

among the total array of moving dots. Chip’s performance

was especially convincing of the ability to quantify the

subset of items because his performance was well-above

chance on both congruent and incongruent trials, even with

moving subsets. However, both gorillas were mildly to

moderately distracted by the ratio of area and numerical

differences between the total arrays, as were bears in the

previous study (unpublished data from Vonk and Beran

2012). For social animals, such as primates and fish, it may

be important to track the presence of individual members

of a moving group; thus, they may have evolved the ability

to rely more heavily on number than area when individu-

ating items (see Agrillo et al. in press; Beran 2008).

However, at least one bear (Vonk and Beran 2012) per-

formed equally well on this task, and given that bears do

not live in complex, social groups, this finding indicated

that group living was not a necessary prerequisite for the

capacity to enumerate static or moving stimuli, or subsets

of moving stimuli. Instead the ability appears to be wide-

spread, at least among mammals. Perhaps such an ability

has evolved separately in less social animals in order to

assist predators in discriminating among groups of prey

that contain more vulnerable or appetizing members. In

this case, perhaps it is an ability of predator but not prey

species among non-social animals. This is a testable

hypothesis and one that warrants further study. Alterna-

tively, it may be more important to assess the magnitude of

various group members, predators, or prey. For instance,

two large male gorillas approaching, versus two juvenile

females, would pose a bigger threat based on size, not

number. Agrillo et al. (in press) suggested that movement

provides yet another cue, especially if larger sets contain

more movement—potentially explaining the ability of non-

social species to discriminate moving sets, but failing to

account for their abilities to enumerate subsets from within

a larger set of moving stimuli. Thus, further work with

different species and carefully controlled moving stimuli

are needed to test hypotheses regarding the emergence of

such abilities.
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Overall, gorillas showed similar trends and levels of

performance to those found in primates previously tested

in analogous tasks (e.g., Beran 2008). Gorillas found it

easier to choose the larger array when area and number

were not in conflict. This finding does not necessarily

suggest that the gorillas were overly focused on area, but

could reflect the fact that multiple cues are more effective

than a single cue when performing discriminations. On

congruent trials, two cues were predictive, whereas on

incongruent trials—only number could be used effec-

tively. The gorillas were also more likely to choose cor-

rectly on trials with a smaller ratio between numbers.

Previous studies revealed the ability of gorillas to dis-

criminate only between relative small numerosities (and

to sum across pairs of objects) of three-dimensional foods

(Anderson et al. 2005) or to select a larger amount of

food by indicating a bowl containing less food (Uher and

Call 2008; Vlamings, et al. 2006). These studies could not

distinguish between the use of perceptual strategies such

as estimating magnitude and the ability to enumerate the

stimuli. A later study (Hanus and Call 2007) showed that

all members of the great ape family could determine the

larger quantity through summing sequentially presented

items, which suggests that a mental representation of the

items in each option is maintained; however, that study

also could not rule out the possibility of a representation

of magnitude only rather than number. The current study

extends these prior findings with gorillas to test their

abilities with larger quantities and to further elucidate the

cues they use when performing these tasks. The results

are consistent with the idea of a shared ANS for esti-

mating quantities within and outside of the primate order,

and one that is sensitive to both numerical and non-

numerical, quantitative cues such as surface area although

numerical cues alone often were sufficient for successful

discriminations.
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